Single nucleon pickup reactions were performed with a 18:1 MeV=nucleon 14 O beam on a deuterium target. Within the coupled reaction channel framework, the measured cross sections were compared to theoretical predictions and analyzed using both phenomenological and microscopic overlap functions. The missing strength due to correlations does not show significant dependence on the nucleon separation energy asymmetry over a wide range of 37 MeV, in contrast with nucleon removal data analyzed within the sudden-eikonal formalism. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.122503 PACS numbers: 24.50.+g The existence of single-particle-like modes in nuclei, near the Fermi surface, is particularly important because these are at the basis of the nuclear shell model and thus govern the low energy nuclear dynamics. Yet, they result from nontrivial many-body correlations, which affect energy ordering and filling of active orbits. Spectroscopic factors (SFs) are a unique tool to address the question of correlations as they are strictly linked to the notion of shell occupancies and can be probed using direct reaction cross section measurements [1, 2] . Information for stable nuclei was formerly provided by the electromagnetic probe (e, e 0 p) [3] [4] [5] . Even for closed shell nuclei like 16 O or 208 Pb, a cross section reduction by 30%-40% relative to an independent-particle-based model was observed. Different origins are now well established, like short range correlations [1] and couplings to collective modes at high excitation energy [6] or to the continuum [7] . Single nucleon pickup reactions were also used for stable nuclei yielding results consistent with (e, e 0 p) measurements [8, 9] .
The existence of single-particle-like modes in nuclei, near the Fermi surface, is particularly important because these are at the basis of the nuclear shell model and thus govern the low energy nuclear dynamics. Yet, they result from nontrivial many-body correlations, which affect energy ordering and filling of active orbits. Spectroscopic factors (SFs) are a unique tool to address the question of correlations as they are strictly linked to the notion of shell occupancies and can be probed using direct reaction cross section measurements [1, 2] . Information for stable nuclei was formerly provided by the electromagnetic probe (e, e 0 p) [3] [4] [5] . Even for closed shell nuclei like 16 O or 208 Pb, a cross section reduction by 30%-40% relative to an independent-particle-based model was observed. Different origins are now well established, like short range correlations [1] and couplings to collective modes at high excitation energy [6] or to the continuum [7] . Single nucleon pickup reactions were also used for stable nuclei yielding results consistent with (e, e 0 p) measurements [8, 9] .
For nuclei away from the valley of stability, new approaches have been developed in inverse kinematics at various incident energies, knockout and transfer reactions. From knockout reactions at intermediate energy, a reduction factor R s was deduced as the ratio between the experimental cross section and a theoretical value obtained in a sudden-eikonal approach [10] . A strong dependence was claimed for R s versus the asymmetry (difference in separation energy) ÁS ¼ ðS p À S n Þ with ¼ þ1 (À1) for proton (neutron) removal reactions, with a reduction as high as 70% for large positive ÁS values. This reduction is still not understood and was first accounted for by possible missing correlations in shell-model calculations [10] . Different conclusions were drawn from (i) the possibility of dissipative processes beyond the sudden approximation [11, 12] , and (ii) transfer reactions at lower incident energies showing no ÁS dependence of R s [13] . From a theoretical point of view, ab initio calculations suggest only a mild dependence of SFs on ÁS [7, 14] , with equal SFs found for the nucleon removals from 56 Ni [6] despite significant ÁS values (AE 9:5 MeV). Coupled-cluster calculations [7] pointed out a further decrease of proton SFs for isotopes at the neutron dripline, due to coupling to the continuum. This has the substantial effect of enhancing the dependence on ÁS but still with a much reduced amplitude compared to Ref. [10] .
In this Letter, we report on the asymmetry dependence of R s along the oxygen isotopic chain with the study of single nucleon pickup reactions, especially for 14 
week ending 22 MARCH 2013 magnetic spectrometer [16] . With two beam tracking detectors [17] upstream of the target, the overall angular resolution was improved down to an average value of 0.2 for a distance of 18 cm between the target and the forward telescopes. The resolution in excitation energy was found to be 720 keV (FWHM) for elastic scattering. Besides the statistical uncertainty, the experimental cross sections were extracted with the following uncertainties: (i) target thickness (4%), (ii) beam intensity (3%), (iii) efficiencies (5%), and (iv) background suppression for the (d, 3 He) channel (5%).
14 Oðd; dÞ elastic scattering at 17:8 MeV=nucleon (midtarget) is shown in Fig. 1 . The angular distributions for single nucleon pickup are shown in Fig. 2 . For the (d, 3 He) channel, two peaks are observed with similar intensities [ Fig. 2(b) ]. They correspond to the ground state and 3=2 À resonance at 3.5 MeV in 13 N, the latter being unbound to proton emission [18] and observed with the MUST2 array alone. The setting of the MUST2 array was optimized for the detection of 3 H rather than 3 He, which explains the limited angular coverage. In addition to our results, we included published differential cross sections for reactions at about the same incident energy on 16 O and 18 O targets in direct kinematics [19] [20] [21] . Differential cross sections were calculated with the FRESCO code [22] , using the coupled reaction channel (CRC) and coupled discretized continuum channel (CDCC) approaches to include couplings to the single nucleon pickup reactions and to the deuteron breakup, respectively. The entrance channel deuteron potential was obtained by Watanabe-type folding of the central part of a global nucleon-nucleus optical potential over the deuteron internal wave function. The transfer steps included full complex remnant terms and nonorthogonality corrections. The exit channel 3 H and 3 He optical model potentials were obtained from the systematics of Refs. [23, 24] . A set of four nucleon-nucleus potentials [25] [26] [27] [28] in the entrance channel, together with the two exit channel potentials [23, 24] were used to estimate the uncertainty introduced by the choice of potentials. In Figs. 1 and 2, the results of the calculation using the potentials of Refs. [24, 25] in the entrance and exit channels, respectively, are plotted. To obtain optimum agreement with the measured distribution in Fig. 1 , the folded entrance channel potential was renormalized by factors V ¼ 1:1 and W ¼ 0:8 for the real and imaginary parts, respectively. The overall agreement validates the choice of potentials and couplings used for the calculation of the transfer reactions.
The CRC calculations need a form factor to describe the transferred nucleon inside the light target and the heavy projectile. The form factors of Ref. [29] were used for the ht j d þ ni and h 3 He j d þ pi overlaps. Two kinds of overlap function (OF) were examined: (i) a Woods-Saxon (WS) prescription with a constraint on the radius, and (ii) ab initio microscopic OFs obtained from selfconsistent Green's function (SCGF) theory [30] .
In the first approach, we used the wave function calculated in a WS potential with radius r 0 Â A 1=3 and diffuseness a 0 ¼ 0:65 fm. Instead of the standard arbitrary value r 0 ¼ 1:25 fm, we chose, for 16 PRL 16 Oðe; e 0 pÞ results, from which we deduced a variance for r 0 .
The calculated angular distributions were normalized to the data by a factor C 2 S exp , which defines a so-called experimental SF. C 2 S exp are mainly sensitive to the most forward angles, and so little sensitive to the details of the nuclear potentials. C 2 S exp strongly depend on radii with ÁSF=SF % 6Ár rms =r rms in the 14 Oðd; tÞ analysis. We first reanalyzed published data for single nucleon pickup reactions at about the same incident energy in direct kinematics [19] [20] [21] (Fig. 2) by the CRC calculations assuming a Ál ¼ 1 transferred angular momentum, as expected from the transfer of a 0p nucleon.
In the second approach, we employed ab initio SFs and OFs obtained from the single-particle Green's function in the third order algebraic diagrammatic construction method [ADC(3)] [14, 32] . Calculations were based on chiral two-body next-to-next-to-next-to leading order (N3LO) [33] plus three-body next-to-next-to leading order (N2LO) [34] interactions evolved to a cutoff ¼ 1:88 fm À1 , as introduced in Ref. [35] . All microscopic OFs were further rescaled in coordinate space by the same factor (i.e., introducing only one phenomenological correction) to account for differences of predicted [30] and experimental rms radius of 16 O. The OFs corresponding to the removal of main peaks at large and small nucleon separation energies are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) , respectively, and compared to the Wood-Saxon prescription. We note very little radial difference in the removal of the strongly bound neutron in 14 O. We give in Table I the normalizations C 2 S exp for the two kinds of OFs. From theoretical SFs inputs, either microscopic ab initio SFs [30] or shell-model SFs, we obtain a theoretical value th ðÞ and the reduction factor R s ¼ exp ðÞ= th ðÞ. For shell-model SFs, we performed two calculations with different valence space and interaction: (i) in the 0p þ 2@! valence space with Oxbash [36] and the WBT interaction [37] shown in Table I (here the active orbitals are 0p 3=2 and 0p 1=2 and only 2p2h excitations toward the sd orbitals are allowed), and (ii) in the 0p1s0d valence space with Nushellx [38] and a new interaction [39] . With the WBT interaction, we find good agreement for the energies of the listed states, while with the new interaction the energies of excited states in 13 N and 15 N disagree by several MeV. Finally, we show the reduction factor R s , also plotted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) , for WS and microscopic OFs, respectively. In the total uncertainty, we set apart in a box the uncertainties originating from the analysis: (i) imperfect knowledge of entrance and exit potentials, and (ii) the variance in the calculation of rms [30] . For the WS OF, the r 0 values were chosen to reproduce R HFB rms , except for 16 O for which R rms was taken from (e, e 0 p) data (see text). The SFs C 2 S th are obtained from shell-model calculations with the WBT interaction. In the second part, the analysis was performed with microscopic OFs and SFs. The two errors for C 2 S exp and R s are the experimental and analysis errors. (10) radii (and consequently of r 0 ) due to different Skyrme interactions, provided the rms radii of 15 N extracted from (e, e 0 p) [5] are reproduced. All the other experimental uncertainties are accounted for by the error bars displayed on Fig. 4 . A rather flat trend is found without the need for the large asymmetry dependence suggested by intermediate energy knockout data analyzed with the eikonal formalism [10] . For a quantitative evaluation, we fitted the reduction factor with a linear dependence R s ¼ Â ÁS þ . We obtained mean values for and with associated errors from a minimization over the 48 data sets, considering (i) eight combinations of optical potentials for the entrance and exit channels, (ii) three Skyrme interactions to calculate the rms radii, and (iii) the two abovementioned shell-model calculations.
For the WS OF, the reduction factor R s ¼ 0:538ð28Þð18Þ (for ÁS ¼ 0 nuclei) is in agreement with Ref. [9] and the slope parameter ¼ 0:0004ð24Þð12Þ MeV À1 , therefore consistent with zero. The first standard error obtained over one data set depends on the experimental uncertainties; the second one comes from the distribution over the 48 data sets. Within the error bars, the data do not contradict the weak dependence found by ab initio calculations, with 0 ¼ À0:0039 MeV À1 between the two 14 O points in Ref. [7] , although the calculated ÁS is much reduced compared to the experimental value.
Despite different OFs and SFs, the analysis performed with the ab initio OF [30] Fig. 4(b) ].
In summary, we measured exclusive differential cross sections at 18 MeV=nucleon for the 14 Oðd; tÞ 13 O and 14 Oðd; 3 HeÞ 13 N transfer reactions and elastic scattering. WS OFs with a constraint on HF radii and microscopic OFs (obtained from SCFG theory) have been compared for the first time for symmetric and very asymmetric nuclei and gave similar results. We extracted the reduction factors R s over a high asymmetry range, ÁS ¼ AE18:5 MeV, for oxygen isotopes. From the good agreement between the CRC calculations and the set of transfer data highlighted in our work, the asymmetry dependence is found to be nonexistent (or weak), within the error bars. This result is in agreement with ab initio Green's function and coupledcluster calculations [7, 14] , but contradicts the trend observed in nucleon knockout data obtained at incident energies below 100 MeV=nucleon and analyzed with the sudden-eikonal formalism. The disagreement of the two systematic trends from knockout and transfer calls for a better description of so-called direct reaction mechanisms in order that a consistent picture of nuclear structure emerges from measurements at different incident energies.
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